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ACROSS
Be a friend engaging bakery's primary loafer 
(5,3)

1

Ingredients of biscotti must be European (4)6
Get on board ship, docked, and pass on trade 
restriction (7)

11

Glasses carried by skier excited newcomers? 
(7)

12

Fellow, feeble, ignited gas (5)13
Repaired ceiling in vacated dive with care? 
(9)

14

Pass on eating plan lacking in fat ultimately 
(3)

15

Soldiers sat in seating arranged close to the 
old train driver (5,6)

16

Knitting pattern highly favoured in the past 
by one bound by contract (5,6)

18

Family member lives east of Spain's capital 
(3)

20

Flyer's opening held back by a traffic division 
(9)

21

Cast is not involved in this argument (5)23
Newly-formed reservation, cutting ties, went 
too far (7)

25

Double that was initially from the past (7)26
Post regular payment minus gratuity (4)27
Property divided up by one hard, independent 
operator (4,4)

28

DOWN
Welcome brother in middle of press club (7)2
Cleaners and carers holding babies, shed tears 
(6-8)

3

Medical analysis sprayed bottles containing 
possible killer of drug addict (5,4)

4

Good person not taking time (5)5
Red China reprocessed tin mostly (7)7
Mild, like steel manufactured in outskirts of 
towns (9)

8

Open country with fine marijuana (4)9
To hotel, nothing needing restoration is old 
(4,2,3,5)

10

Powerful people restored Riot Act in 
unoccupied districts? (9)

15

Old people admitting to rising passion (4-5)17
Drive on in pursuit of black mushroom (7)19
Cut of meat, for example, not considered 
kosher in different religions (7)

20

Cancel yearbook lacking a section towards 
the back (5)

22

Great wit, giving up, left fully open (4)24


